Introduction to manuscript by Prof. Donald S. Coffey
The ensuing article by Donald S. Coffey [1] highlights some important questions that need to be considered by the scientific community. It is anticipated that the Asian Journal of Urology will address many of these questions in the years to come. As a preface to this article, please allow me to provide some insights into its author, Professor Donald S. Coffey, PhD, whom I have known for more than 30 years. Don Coffey has been a giant in his field of research. He has been a scientific father figure for many and an inspiration for many young investigators in their pursuit of careers in academic medicine. His honesty, humble nature and passion for science have been a shining example for many.
One word describes Don CoffeydPassionate. He is passionate about science, young investigators and his academic home, Johns Hopkins Medical School. His support for young investigators is exemplified by the large number of scientists and clinicians that he has trained. Most have proceeded to achieve successful academic careers at prestigious medical schools. Don Coffey has always recognized their efforts and contributions in his many lectures and has even asked some to present parts of his invited lectures. He mentions them constantly. He also helps other young investigators outside of his own laboratory. At scientific meetings Don Coffey is always talking to and encouraging young investigators and seeks them out to offer encouraging advice. Don Coffey is a visionary and a creative genius who thinks "outside of the box". He always looks at the bigger picture and is able to pinpoint the central crux of a problem. His lecture on "Human Destany" provides a unique prospective on the universe and how mankind relates to that universe. Because of that vision and creativity his scientific achievements have been numerous. To pick one, his discovery and characterization of the nuclear matrix provided a paradigm shift in our thinking of how genes are organized and regulated. His critical thinking does not stop at the laboratory. He has instituted a unique "Longrifles" program at Johns Hopkins, which encourages students and In addition to his indefatigable energy Don Coffey is a warm and caring person. I encourage all to read the interesting story of his fascinating life at http://urology.jhu. edu/about/coffey.php. I am proud to call him my friend.
